Effects of early monocular deprivation on response properties and afferents of nucleus of the optic tract in the ferret.
Effects of early monocular deprivation on visual response properties of neurons in the nucleus of the optic tract (NOT) were studied in six adult ferrets. Retinal input to NOT was investigated by orthodromic electrical stimulation of optic chiasm and optic nerves. Electrical stimulation of the ipsilateral primary visual cortex was applied to reveal the presence of a cortical pathway to NOT. All 75 neurons studied in the NOT displayed the typical strongly direction-specific response to horizontal stimulus motion; they were activated by ipsiversively directed motion (i.e. motion towards the recorded hemisphere) similar to NOT-cells in animals with normal visual experience. When tested binocularly most of the NOT-cells preferred velocities of 10 or 20 deg/s, revealing no significant difference from animals reared with normal binocular experience. The most pronounced effect of monocular deprivation was observed on ocular dominance: In the hemisphere contralateral to the non-deprived eye, NOT-cells were almost exclusively driven through the contralateral eye. In the hemisphere contralateral to the deprived eye, three of the six animals studied showed a marked dominance of the ipsilateral, non-deprived eye. In the other three animals, most neurons were binocularly activated, but over all they were significantly more strongly activated by the ipsilateral eye than found in normal animals. In four animals, dependence of ocular dominance on stimulus velocity was tested in the NOT contralateral to the deprived eye. In one of them, neurons were almost exclusively driven by the ipsilateral, non-deprived eye, irrespective of stimulus velocity. In the other animals, ocular dominance shifted from contralateral to ipsilateral with increasing stimulus velocities. Electrical stimulation of the optic chiasm revealed a mean latency of 5.53 +/- 0.48 ms. In both hemispheres, NOT-units could only be activated by stimulation of the contralateral optic nerve. Thus, no significant difference in the retinofugal conduction velocities from the deprived and the normal nerve could be detected. Of 52 cells studied, 28 (= 54%) could be activated by stimulation of primary visual cortex, mean latency being 3.9 +/- 1.7 ms. No significant difference in the percentage of cortically excitable cells between the two hemispheres as well as compared to normal animals was found (contralateral to the deprived eye: 67%, contralateral to the non-deprived eye: 53%). Therefore, cortical projections to NOT seem not to be affected by monocular deprivation. The effects of monocular deprivation in the ferret NOT, especially on ocular dominance and cortical input, are compared to the results previously described for the cat.